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Carrying a Picture of a Child in Need: 

Throughout this workshop please keep an image of a child you teach alive within 
you.  This child may be being excluded from a group, excluding others, or may 
be struggling to stand up for others even though he or she knows it is not right. 
 

 
A Deeper Look at Social  Dynamic 

Why is finding one’s role in the group so vital to spiritual/soul/self 
development? 

The healthy social life is found 
when in the mirror of each human soul 

the whole community finds its reflection, 
and when in the community 

the virtue of each one is living.. 
Rudolf Steiner- The Social Motto 

 
 

 
"The community stagnates without the impulse of the individual.  The impulse of 

the individual dies away without the sympathy of the community” 
William James 

 
• Therefore to be excluded from community denies… 

– The human soul it reflection and meaning 
– The community the gifts and virtues the individual brings 

 
 

 
Growth Through  Confl ict 

In contemporary times we define ourselves increasingly through social 
relationships. 

• Intense social encounter becomes a new rite of passage. 
• Therefore it becomes crucial…  

o that conflict is not avoided but channeled  
o that the nature of this encounter be guided with consciousness 

and wisdom 
• In the past this was done largely through initiation ceremonies. 
             

 Peace is not the absence of conflict.  Conflict is the path to self-development 
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xercise One:  Looking Back at Bullying & Teasing 
 
 
 

• Team up with a partner who you don’t know so well.  Spend 5-10 minutes 
listening and prompting your partner’s story of when he/she was involved in a 
bullying/teasing situation. 

o Listen for key words your partner uses and make a note of at least five of 
them (for example, alone, angry, frustrated.) 

 
Key Word List 

 
1.     

2.     

3.       

 

4.    

5.    

Others 
 
 

• When you listen to your partner’s story or their bullying situation listen for 
what role they were in. 
 

o Their role was (check one or more of the boxes)…  
 Bullying student 
 Targeted student 
 Active colluder (helped with the teasing) 
 Passive colluder (thought they deserved it but did not join) 
 Passive bystander (didn’t care) 
 Helpless bystander (just the way it is. “If I step in I will get it”) 
 Active bystander (did care and stepped in) 

 
 
 

 
• As you tell your story please answer the following three questions 

1. What would you have liked the adults to do? 
 
 

2. What would have you liked your friends to do? 
 

 
3. How did it feel? 
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From Implicit to Explicit 

 
 

IMITATION 
Adult -

Authenticity 

STORY 
Pedagogical 
Biographical 

ART 
Form Drawing 

Modelling 
Painting 
Drawing 

DRAMA 
MOVEMENT 

PLAY 

CLASS & FAMILY 
 HABIT 

MEDIATION MEETINGS 

INTERVENTION 
SUPPORT 

Th
er

ap
y?

 
D

is
ci

pl
in

e?
 

Games/Work 
Class Plays 
Puppetry 
Play Back 

 

Politness & Courtesy 
Put Down Diet 

Teasing Definition 
Calling Out Scale 

Class Transition Plan 
Playground Conduct 
Preview & Review 

Individual Conversations 
Dissaprove-Affirm-Discover-Do over 

Change Plan 
Class Meeting 

Social Support Circle with-  
Parents & Teacher 
The Way We See It 

 Social Coaching 
Circle of Friendsip 

Simple No Blame Meeting 
Individual Transition & Recess Plan 

(Moderate Supervision) 

 
Goals & Achievement Card 

Individual Transition & Recess Plan 
(Close Supervision) 

Full No Blame Meeting 
Resricted Acess to Playground 

Solo Transitions 
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CLASS   HABIT… 

Cultivating Impulse Control as a Foundation for 
Empathy and Perspective. 

 
In studies carried out by Rigby & Slee 
(1998; 1993) and also by Field (1999) it 
was found that children who bully were 
significantly lacking in… 

o Empathy. 
 
o Impulse control. 

 
o Perspective.  

 
o Imagination and fantasy. 

 
 

This resulted in them having difficulty in 
being able to…  
 
 

o Put themselves in ‘the 
other person’s shoes’. 

o Refrain from reacting 
quickly. 

o Take into account other 
peoples point of view. 

 

o Imagine a different way 
they could have reacted. 

 
 
If these four foundational emotional qualities are deeply cultivated then a situation of social 
difficulty stands a very good chance of being resolved before it escalates.  
 
Let’s explore some ways this can be done. 

 
xercise Two: Politeness & Courtesy 
 
What are the benefits of cultivating and insisting on politeness and courtesy? 
 

•  Builds empathy 
•   
•   
•   

•   
•   
•  

What are some ways I could build politeness and courtesy… 
 

In the classroom, hallways and playground?  
•   
•   
•   
•   

 

 
•   
•   
•   

E 
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Class Habit:  

xercise Three:  Class Transit ion Plan 
 
 

his is a practice based on the dynamic that most social difficulties arise during transitions.  The principal 
is that when Sensory and Social Complexity (SCC), is High and Form and Predictability (FP) is 
Low the students that are prone to social controversy are ‘triggered’ and much more likely to become 

involved in difficulties. 
 
Alternatively when Sensory and Social Complexity (SCC), is Low and Form and Predictability (FP) is 
High these same students are helped to ‘navigate’ these potential trouble spots. 
 
NEGATIVE OUTCOME: 
 

SSC   +  FP   =  STRESS REACTION   
 
 
 
POSITIVE OUTCOME: 
 

SSC   +  FP   =  SAFE REACTION  
 
              
 
 
 
Let’s walk through the day and name the times of High Complexity and Low Form. 
 
Morning 

•   
•   
•   
•    

 
Mid Morning 

•   
•   
•   
•   

Afternoon 
•   
•   
•   
•   

 
End of the Day 

•   
•   
•   
•  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

E 
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Next, let’s rank these areas in order of most to least in need of change. 
 
Morning 

2.   
3.   
4.   
5.  
   

Mid Morning 
1.  
2.   
3.   
4.  

 
 

Afternoon 
1.  
2.   
3.   
4.  

 
End of the Day 

1.  
2.   
3.   
4.  

 

  
 
 
 
 
Finally, take the top priority time of stress producing complexity and make an action plan 
of how to bring more form and predictability into this situation.  
 
Please pay attention to… 

- How can this be implemented? 
- When can you plan begin? 
- Who will do it and coordinate it to ensure follow through? 
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xercise Four:  The ‘Call ing Out’ Scale  
 
 
 

his is a simple, daily practice that helps develop verbal awareness and self monitoring.  It builds the 
foundations for the child to be aware of ‘put downs’ because it focuses on very small but easily 
correctable verbal.  Because this exercise takes place in the classroom or home it’s a more controlled 

environment where these skills can be encouraged. 
 

1. Speak with the class or family and gather their ideas about calling out/interrupting in the classroom 
or at home. Draw up three columns on the chalk board or paper with the headings listed below and 
write in the ideas down that fall under each heading.  In a classroom situation I have often found it 
helpful to have a couple of students from a grade at least two years ahead present, if possible to help 
give reflections in this process. 

 

                 1.                         2.                       3.                       
               When is it helpful?             When is it disruptive     When is it a ‘put down’?  
                                      or interrupting? 
                    

 
 
 
 

 
 
Sometimes the same action will appear in more than one column depending on timing, volume 
and/or frequency. 
 

2. Put the list up.  When the class or family has pretty much settled on the list it can be drawn up 
artistically by some volunteer students/children ( hopefully the one’s who need to pay attention to this 
the most) on a large piece of paper and put up on the wall 

3. When a ‘call out’ happens the adult quietly asks the child “Was that a one, two or three?”  The 
teacher/parent then says the number he/she thought was warranted.  This rather simple act goes a 
long way to easing the problem but more importantly it brings a degree of self monitoring in a less 
serious often playful way.  Some Variations… 

• Paper, Scissors, Stone Call Out Game.  The adult turns the ‘call out’ into a game of ‘Paper, 
Scissors, Stone’ with the child.  This involves each player holding one palm up and each 
player bringing their other hand down in a fist three times into the open hand.  On the fourth 
time each player makes the number fingers that they think the ‘call out’ warranted.  

• Whispering Corrections.  If the child is more extroverted and would react badly to more 
public correction then the adult can… 

 Discreetly whisper the request to say a number. 
i.  Have a ‘secret signal’ that means the child can place his/her fingers in the table or 

desk with the number the call out warranted. 
ii. Signal that a ‘call out’ just happened but ask the child at a quiet moment later in the 

day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E 
T 
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COACHING STRATEGIES 

1. If the child is prone to many ‘call outs’ and interruptions there are a few strategies that can help 
delay and bring more awareness.  

• Speak with him/her and see if she can “count to three” before she calls out.  
• Quietly click fingers (or something similar) before calling out. 
• Say the ‘call out’ to yourself in a quiet voice or better still ‘inside your head.’ 

2. Preview.  If you are about to say something that usually would be interrupted, quietly remind the 
child that he/she should try not to.  Let the child know how long you will speak for (keeping it short in 
a normal ‘blurt out’ situation is a very good idea).  When you initially begin this may be a pause every 
20-30 seconds to check if the child has a comment.  This can be built up and in week who knows 
maybe you will be able to speak for a whole minute without being interrupted.  A miracle!  

3. Catching a child at being good! Most children do well when greater consciousness is brought to 
bear on verbal impulsivity.  If a child actually restrains a ‘call out’ it’s hard to congratulate them, it not 
something we can easily notice.  Watch carefully and if they hold back from ‘blurting out’ at a time 
when they normally would tell them. However, you can encourage them to signal you each time they 
do.  Everything from a quiet smile to a twenty one gun salute is then in order!  

 
*   *   * 

 
FOR THE ADULT:. 
If we are going to ask a child to not call out or interrupt we must also do our best to be very conscious of not 
doing it ourselves.  It’s not that we have to be perfect, it’s more important to notice it if we do and in a matter 
of fact way correct ourselves (quickly before the child does and ‘helps’ with our ‘personal development 
opportunity’). 
 
Behavior that needs to be learned needs to be taught and this is a simple, often fun way of working with a 
very basic and important social skill before it escalates into habitual ‘put downs’. 
 
GOOD LUCK! 
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Class Habit:  

xercise Five: Crossing the Line & I  Wish  
 
”Joking around crosses the line and becomes teasing when ?” 

o For example: “everyone doesn’t think it funny.” 
o       

o   

o       

       “Close friendships cross the line and become cliques when..?        
o       

o    

o    

o      

         “Playing a game crosses the line and becomes excluding when..?” 
o    

o    

o    

o          

         “Parties cross the line and become excluding when..?” 
o     

o       

o      

o        

      “Talking about a Class mate or friend crosses the line and becomes a  
      negative when..?” 

o    

o    

o    

o  

I Wish Exercise 
When I think about the best and kindest ways we could treat in other in our school, I 
wish..? 

o      

o    

o    

o   

o  

E 
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xercise Six: Preview and Review  
 

Preview and review are particularly important pro-active social tools.  

In potentially difficult social situations… 
What are the benefits of previewing? 

o      

o    

o    

o   

 

What are the benefits of reviewing? 
o      

o    

o   

o   

 

 

 

Some examples of previewing potentially complex and difficult social situations are..? 
o      

o    

o   

o   

 

 

Some examples of reviewing potentially complex and difficult social situations are..? 
o      

o    

o   

o   

 
  
 
 
 
 

E 
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Class Habit:  THE ADULT PUT DOWN DIET 

Part One:   Self Change & the Authentic Adult 
 

f you were to ask a child or teen “Where does bullying really begin?” many will tell you 
that it is with verbal and body language put downs that are not disapproved of, and 

corrected by other kids and parents.   They will probably go on to say that the child doing 
the put downs sees this as permission to keep going or do worse things. 
 
Interrupting anti social language is the key to preventing an escalation into bullying.  If we are to 
ask the children and teens around us to change their way of acting and speaking we must be 
willing to explore and shift our own social behavior. This is the path to becoming an “authentic” 
adult. As Gandhi put it 

 
” We must become the change we want to see.” 

 
This process has three steps. Each step involves aspects of the Eight Fold Path.  These steps 
should be done over a consecutive three week period without a break.  Perhaps the most 
important of the Paths in seeking to make change is Right Endeavor which asks us, in essence to 
‘do what is doable.’  Changing the way we think, feel and act is only achieved in small steps and 
this Put Down Diet is arranged to make this possible. 
 

Right Endeavor 
Do not attempt what is beyond your powers, but also omit nothing for which they seem 
adequate. Set before yourself ideals which coincide with the highest ideals of a human 
being; for example, the aim of practicing such exercises as these in order to be able 
better to help and advise one's fellow human beings, if not immediately, then later in 
life. 
 

 
 
 
THE STEPS… 
 
Week One:  For one week become very conscious of the put downs you use.  This includes both 
verbal and non verbal/body language put downs.  

Right Speaking: 
In speech with others, say only what has sense and meaning. Make your conversation 
thoughtful. Do not be afraid to be silent often. Try not to use too many or too few words. 
[Try to withhold words that may be hurtful and if they are spoken don’t be afraid to 
apologize and reframe your words to be more considerate.]  

 
For the whole three weeks, each night reflect on your progress.  Try to do this in a self forgiving 
way that… a) explores what it was that was bothering you at the time and,  b) emphasizes how 
you might do it differently next time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I 
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Right Remembrance:  
Reflect on your words and actions each night. 
When opportunity offers one should handle a situation more wisely than previously. 
Experience is a rich treasure, and one should consult it before doing anything. Watch 
the actions of others and compare them with the ideal - but lovingly, not critically. One 
can learn much from observing others, including children.  

Week Two:  For one week become very conscious of the put downs that form in your feelings and 
thinking. Of course, also stay conscious of the verbal and non verbal put downs. Continue to reflect 
each night. 

Right Thinking:  
This involves being able to, refrain from approving or disapproving judgment and from 
criticism. [In this way one arrives at the habit of forming opinions that humanize rather 
than dehumanize.] 

 
 
Week Three:  For one week become very conscious of the put downs you hear around you and try to 
intercede and shift the conversation.  You may use any common sense strategy to attempt this but 
in particular you may wish to try the Notice-Discover-Do over steps outlined.  Continue to reflect 
each evening. 

DISAPPROVE 
 Expressing disapproval   “…It’s not OK to do/say things like that in this family/school.  It 

makes thing worse when you do/say things like that.” 
DISCOVER 
 Asking in an age appropriate way…  

i) “What’s the problem?” or “What’s bothering you?” 
ii) “What can we do about it?” 

DO-OVER 
• Do over/rephrase  “Let’s work out how to do/say that in a better way.”  “You need to 
apologize for the words you used but now you can say what it is that you really need.” 
 
Right Action 
Make your actions as far as possible harmonious with your surroundings. Weigh all 
actions carefully so that the eternal may speak through them, so that they may be good 
for the whole and for the lasting welfare of others. 
 

 
 

s one person who went on this Put Down Diet reflected “This is not a yo-yo diet…it really goes 
deep and if taken seriously makes real shifts in the way in which you interact.”   

 
Therefore the final Path that helps us in this ideal involves steadfastness of intent to make non 
violent, authentic communication a part of one’s daily life.  Only then are we able to be become the 
change we seek. 

Right Resolves: 
Cultivate steadfastness. Make resolutions only after full consideration of even the most 
insignificant points. Avoid thoughtless acts and meaningless ones.  
For every act have sufficient reasons. Do no needless thing. When convinced of the 
rightness of a resolve, abide by it unfalteringly. 

 
 
 
 
The Excerpts describing some aspects of The Eight Fold Path were compiled in this form by J. Davy, based mainly on suggestions 
as given by Rudolf Steiner in, 'Knowledge of Higher Worlds', and Anweisungen fur eine Esoterische Schulung’. The author has 
taken the liberty of making some additions to Davy’s original work and these are indicated in parenthesis. 

A 
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Every parent or teacher is 
alarmed by the culture of 
disrespect and put downs 
that pervades society as a 
whole and moves by osmosis 
into our classrooms. 
 

Class Habit:  
 

THE STUDENT BLAME, SHAME & PUT DOWN DIET 

Part Two:   Plan for Parent – Teacher 
Collaboration 

 
If you were to ask a child or teen “Where does bullying really begin?” many will tell you that it is 
with verbal and body language put downs that are not disapproved of, and corrected by other kids 
and parents.   They will probably go on to say that the child doing the put downs see this as 
permission to keep going or do worse things. This view is also supported by research (Ross 
2003) 

 
Actually research points to the continuum beginning 
with imitated behavior, particularly from home and then 
escalates  to put downs.  A bridge is crossed when the 
behavior becomes a pattern of teasing and then 
bullying (Rigby 2001) 
 
It is estimated that only two out of ten putdowns are 
actually witnessed or heard by adults (Olwues 1996).  

Therefore we need to catch the “teachable moment” when it presents itself.  We need not fear 
that we are micro managing our children’s social interactions. 
 
SHIFTING PUT DOWN HABITS 
Every parent or teacher is alarmed by the culture of disrespect and put downs that pervades society as a 
whole and moves by osmosis into our classrooms. The following is a simple plan that has proven to be very 
effective in shifting this behavior.   
 

1. A class parent evening is called with its main theme being Social Inclusion and Shifting the 
Patterns of Put Downs.   

2. An introduction is given about the nature of put downs and the escalation that arises when this 
behavior is not interrupted. 

3. A definition is brainstormed of what is a put down.  This will include body language, spoken 
language and the tone of the words.  Some role play type examples often provide both humor and 
illumination.  
     Three baskets are drawn on the chalk board.  In the first basket are specific words and actions 
that are not acceptable under any circumstances.  In the second are words and actions that are not 
acceptable when a tone crosses the line.  In the third basket are words and actions that are dubious 
and send an amber light message that if they become a pattern they will be unacceptable.  This 
exercise requires the good will of the group.  Any words or actions that are not easy to place can be 
put in the “too hard basket” to be worked with later.  Words and actions can appear in more than one 
basket. 
     Some class parent and teacher groups see that it is important to give each other permission to 
interrupt put downs even if this extends out to other children on occasions such as play dates and 
car rides.  However in order to feel confident to do so a specific plan of put down action now needs 
to be agreed. 

 
5. Interrupting put downs has three steps… 

DISAPPROVE / AFFIRM 
 Expressing disapproval   “…It’s not OK to do/say things like that in this 

family/school.  It makes thing worse when you do/say things like that.” And 
then…”You are usually fairly helpful and friendly towards …….” 
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It takes a village 
to raise a class. 
 

DISCOVER 
 Asking in an age appropriate way…  

i) “What’s the problem?” or “What’s bothering you?” 
ii) “What can we do about it?” 

 
DO-OVER 
 Do over/rephrase  “Let’s work out how to do/say that in a better way.” “You need 

to apologize for the words you used but now you can say what it is that you 
really need.” 

 
5. Considering the temperaments is the last and very important component to this new regime if 

it is to be right for each child.  After a brief overview of the temperaments the parents break into 
the temperament group their child has most strongly. If anyone is 
uncertain a simple question to answer is, “Which temperament is my 
child least?”  

 
o The Choleric needs to be spoken to away from friends and usually after he/she has 

calmed down.  Key words:  Defer, Deflect until you can be Direct 
o The Melancholic needs to be spoken to with an understanding of the vulnerability they 

often experience.  Key word: Empathy, Safety. 
o The Phlegmatic can become very stubborn if he/she feels their side has not 

been heard.  Don’t take them by surprise.  Let them know for example, that when 
you are home you will want to understand why they are speaking in that way.  
Key words: Fairness and timing. 

o The Sanguine needs to be tackled right there and then.  If you don’t he/she will wonder 
what you are bothering about ten minutes later.  Key words: Implications of Actions   

It may be helpful to hand out the article The Anger of the Temperaments for further reading. 
 

6. Make a time to review.  It’s usually important to have another meeting within a month.  
Some groups have also established informal support circles of parents they tend to see 
around so that they can check in with each other in between meetings. 

 
7. Involve the class.  Hold an extra special teacher-parent-student class meeting to discuss 

Put Down’s.  Run through a similar process (steps one-four) to the parent teacher meeting.  
Do this after school or even in an evening.  Involve some food and some games. A key 
feature of this meeting has to be to strike a balance between seriousness and no blame. It 
really makes a strong impression on the class when they see their parents and teachers 
working together in a way that they can feel safe to join. 
This is the story of one class and what the decided to do… 

 We defined what were put down word and body language.  We did skits and role plays which 
provoked a lot of recognition, sometimes reflective quietness and at other times raucous 
laughter. 

 We did a “calorie count” of really hurtful (high calorie) to less hurtful (low calorie) but still not 
OK put downs.  Each student chose a calorie daily limit of put downs which they would try 
not to exceed. 

 If a student said a put down and managed to either sincerely apologizes or reframe their 
comment in a way that did not offend then they could halve the calorie count for that 
comment. 

 The whole class did a daily calorie check during a class meeting.  Each child privately wrote 
down their individual score along side their target.  They folded the paper and put it into a 
hat.  The scores were added up and the total for the day put on the Put Down Diet graph.  

 Stories were invited from anyone who had managed to do a rephrase and halve their count. 
 

t is extraordinarily powerful when we create communities of consciousness.  Our children feel 
safe yet challenged to grow.  However, all through this process of change the most important 

thing of all is to look to our own social habits and also strive to be worthy of imitation. 
 
 

I  
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Disapprove – Affirm – Discover – Do-Over (DADD) 
 

An everyday tool for working with children’s arguments and put downs. 
 
This tool can be used to deal with a simple clash between children, or it can be used over the space of days 
when the issue is more complex.  The aim of learning this strategy is that when the children need help, you 
will be able to intervene with quiet confidence without seeming to be on anybody’s side.  Because only one 
out of every ten put-downs is actually witnessed by adults it’s important to speak up when the opportunity 
presents itself.  When we are silent we are implicitly condoning the behaviors we witness.   
 
 
First…                                                        Disapprove 
Begin by expressing clear disapproval for the action, “It is hurtful to behave as you did.”  “We don’t speak 
that way in our family/class.” Speak with quiet directness.  Mean it. 
 

And…                                                             Affirm 
We know that we are supposed to separate a child’s actions from his/her whole being but it’s not always 
easy.  To achieve this disapproval needs to be followed up right way by an affirmation…”You hardly ever 
speak like that.” “So often you say helpful things.”  
 

Then...                                                         Discover 
Then the adult discovers what the subtle issues are. “What’s up?” “Something must be bothering you.”  This 
question must come at the right time to get a honest response. 
 

Finally…                                                      Do-over  
When the issue is clarified the adult can help the child to do over.  “Let’s work out a way to say what you 
need to say without being hurtful,” or “You’ll need to apologize for the words you used but then say you can 
say what that is bothering you.”   
 
In thus way we honor everyone’s needs while acknowledging our responsibilities toward others. 
 

 
 

Considering the temperaments is the last and very important component to this new 
regime if it is to be right for each child.  Timing is all important in DADD practice and there are few 
better ways to get this right than to know the temperament of the child.  If it is tricky to determine 
the child’s temperament try asking…“Which temperament is my child least?”  
 
• The Choleric needs to be spoken to away from friends and usually after he/she has calmed 

down.  Key words:  Defer, Deflect until you can be Direct 
• The Melancholic needs to be spoken to with an understanding of the vulnerability they often 

experience.  Key word: Safety Empathy with Quiet Accountability. 
• The Phlegmatic can become very stubborn if he/she feels their side has not been heard.  

Don’t take them by surprise.  Let them know for example, that when you are home you will 
want to understand why they are speaking in that way.  Key words: Fairness and Timing. 

• The Sanguine needs to be tackled right there and then.  If you don’t he/she will wonder what 
you are bothering about ten minutes later.  Key words: Implications of Actions   

 
 
 
 
 
 By Kim John Payne M.Ed 

www.thechildtoday.com 
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MEETINGS… 
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The Social  Inclusion Change Plan 
 

When children are experiencing social difficulty they are often asked to change.  Making a plan that gives a 
child confidence and hope that a shift in the situation is possible is to lay the foundations of change.  What is 
important is that the form is done without any blame and with warmth and support for the child’s attempts 
to change.  Please tell the child that he or she is not being blamed and that what we are doing is trying to 
figure out a way to make things better. 
 
The plan has four parts.   

- Part One:  Warmth.  This is mainly to create safety and assure the child that no one is in trouble.   
- Part Two: Light.  Used gather the facts of the situation and explore the way the child sees things.  

No judgments are made by the adult about the story even if the child is being ‘economical with the 
truth’.  Trust the whole story will unfold once the child feels deeply heard. 

- Part Three. Movement.  These questions are aimed at helping the child re-humanize the other child 
and to see him or her in a ‘whole’ way.  Also, there are questions that establish best and worst case 
scenario’s so that the child in a sense does a ‘cost benefit analysis’. 

- Part Four. Reality.  Catching a child at being good and building on success is very encouraging. 
Often an intention to change needs support from teachers, friends and parents.   

Now the child knows he or she is… 
1. Safe 
2. Being heard without judgment 
3. A big part of making the situation worse or better 
4. Successful much of the time 

 
So now change is not so hard to imagine!  
 
WHO IS THIS FOR? 
This form will usually be given to the children involved in a social difficulty such as teasing.  It can be used 
for both the child teasing as well as the targeted child. 
 
WHEN IS THE PLAN USED? 
Many schools use this plan as soon as they become aware of a social difficulty in the playground or the 
classroom.  For example two children may be asked to leave the playground after a tense situation and go to 
the Social Inclusion (SI) Coordinator who, after a cooling down period, works with them before things 
escalate. In other less charged situations it may be done at a convenient time during the school day.  When 
the school has well accepted SI Approach it can be done at home with the help of a parent.   
 
WHO HELPS THE CHILD? 
It is filled out individually by each child working with an adult.  There are four variations on who works with 
the child… 

- A teacher or SI Coordinator will help the child. 
- A teacher or SI Coordinator together with the parent and the child will work through the questions. 
If the school has a well practiced and understood SI Approach… 
- A teacher and an older student member of the Student Social Action Committee meet with the child 

to help fill it out. 
- A parent helps the child at home.  This is usually done where the parent feels confident and positive. 

 
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? 
After the children involved have worked through the questions and returned the forms (within 24 hours of 
being given them) the teacher and the SI Coordinator decide on the next steps. Some schools ask for all 
forms to be signed by the parents and because the plan is no blame, positive yet accountable they are 
supportive. Usually the plan of action will be to bring the children together with the SI Coordinator/teacher 
and a Student Social Action Committee member.  If needed other types of help may also be given such as a 
Circle of Friends or the Outside-In Playground. 
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The Way We See It 
Developing Perspective Around Social Issues 

 
 

hen conflict arises we often see the issue in our own way and find it hard to see things the way others 
might.  This is especially true for children who often get into social difficulty.  The more a child’s 

perspective of a problem situation is challenged the more the child becomes defensive and they feel 
everyone else must be lying. While the adults intention is to help the child understand how others might see 
the situation, the result can often be that each child insists they are the only one’s telling the truth. 
 
HOW IT’S DONE. 
1. If a social difficulty arises, after a cooling down period, each of the children involved is given a piece 

of paper with five or so boxes drawn on it.   
2. One or two neutral bystanders are also asked if they will help by doing the exercise. 
3. They all are asked to draw the sequence of events that led up to the conflict and add a very brief 

caption below each drawing.  This is done individually.  If needed, they can be in the same room but 
it is best to do it apart.  The adult helps them when necessary.  It is good to use a pencil so that the 
drawing can be altered by the child if needed.  A Student Social Action Committee (SAC) member 
can be called into help.  This works very well.   

4. After the drawings are completed the children are brought together and the drawings are placed 
collectively on a table so that they are lined up vertically (see the example). 

5. One of the helpers (the teacher or SAC member) reads out the captions and asks for a very brief 
explanation of the picture from each of the children.  Each child’s box #1 is explored, and then box 
#2 and so on until all the boxes are finished. 

6. Nobody’s way of seeing the issue is wrong but the differences are pointed out.  If this needs 
reinforcing then the children can be asked to explain someone else’s way of seeing it, using the 
drawings as a guide. 

7. The children now draw a new set of boxes showing how the situation could have been healthier. To 
take away time pressure and to involve parents this can be done at home, or alternatively the next 
day with the school based helpers. 

8. These ideas are now discussed with the children, the neutrals and the helpers. Some practical plans 
are made and followed up. 

 
THE BENEFITS. 
The Way We See It, is a tool that helps the children develop the vital social skill of perspective taking. 

a. It is simple and pictorial.  This takes the children out of having to use too many words and avoids the 
risk of inflaming an already tense situation. 

b. It illustrates the escalation of a situation. 
c. It creates an objective picture without judgment. 
d. It creatively involves those children who were bystanders and not just those who were directly 

concerned. 
Most importantly… 

e. It shows the different ways we all can see things. 
f. It leads to simple problem solving that does not depend on the need for children to over emphasize 

and articulate feelings but instead focuses primarily on how to work things out in a practical day to 
day way. 

 
 
 
 

W 
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SUPPORT… 

Individual Transition and Playground Plan 
Moderate Supervision (Check in-and-Go) 

 
upportng a student in during the times of the day that are problematic is very important both 
for the children involved in the social tension but also for the rest of the class.  This support 
is based on the principle we have already covered in the Class Habit section… 

 
NEGATIVE OUTCOME: 
 

SSC   +  FP   =  STRESS REACTION   
 
 
 
POSITIVE OUTCOME: 
 

SSC   +  FP   =  SAFE REACTION  
 

 
 
Now we shift to applying these principles individually to a child in need.  You will notice that as we 
move into the Intervention and Mediation stages these plans become more focused.  For now the 
plan that can be developed is of a moderate supervisory nature.  It is crucial to involve and inform 
all faculty, staff and administration of the plan that is developed because… 
 

 
Problems involving shared times and spaces  

need a shared response. 
 
   
 
The level of success of this plan will be in direct relationship to the involvement of all adults in the 
school particularly playground supervisors and special subject teachers.  These teachers need to 
know who the ‘point person’ is that they report difficulties and successes. 
 

 
CHECK IN AND GO 
 
This is the all important part of keeping the Plan in the child’s consciousness.  Before every 
transition and recess that has been identified as a ‘Goal Area’ the student checks in with the 
teacher briefly and reminds the teacher of the transition goal. In the playground, the child must 
state what area he or she is going to play in and if they wish to change areas the child must return 
to the teacher to ask permission. 
 
 
 
 

S 
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SUPPORT… 

The Circle of Friendship 
 

upport from peers and older students has been found to be highly effective in breaking the 
patterns of bullying and teasing.  The Circle of Friendship is a method for building 
relationships around a student who is vulnerable to social exclusion because of disruptive 

behavior, a behavioral difficulty, or peer relationship difficulties in their lives. 
 
The method aims to provide a support team to work with a vulnerable student; increase the active 
attempts of the peer group to intervene positively in that student’s life; increase the level of 
acceptance and inclusion of a student; increase opportunities for the student to make friends in or 
outside the Circle itself; and, to increase insight and understanding for the student into his or her 
own feelings and behavior. This procedure, with appropriate adjustments for the particular 
individual, is effective for focus students who are… 

1. Isolated,  
2. Who are about to start as a new member of the class, 
3. Who have been experiencing being bullied without support from friends.  
4. Who are teasing or bullying. 

 
Shifting the Culture: 
In addition to supporting the focus child, this approach also aims to positively impact on relationship and 
organizational factors within schools. Experienced leaders comment frequently on the depth and richness of 
the support offered by Circle members. Children are also ingenious in devising practical strategies for 
defusing potentially difficult situations involving the target child. Case study evaluations confirm that Circle of 
Friendship is a flexible and creative method to form a peer network for individuals who experience difficulties 
in their relationships and behavior (Newton & Wilson, 1999).  
 
Setting up the Circle: 
This can be done in a number of different ways… 

1. Informally the class teacher approaches a few class members or older students to ask if they will 
be a part of the Circle.  

2. In a class meeting the problem is openly, non judgmentally discussed.  If the Circle is thought to be 
a good idea its members are chosen.  

3. Arising from a problem solving discussion such as a Ready for Change or No Blame meeting. 
 
Choosing the Circle: 
This is sometimes done openly but a system that many prefer is that each child writes down five or so 
names of the classmates she/he feels would be a good match for the situation.  The teacher collects the 
papers and then approaches the children who the class feels would be best.  The teacher does this 
discreetly allowing each child the option of not taking part.  Sometimes the Circle involves students from 
older grades chosen by the teacher/s, particularly if they have been involved in the Social Inclusion meeting 
process.  The Circle can be as small as two and as large as around six students. 
 
Tasks of the Circle: 
Once the Circle members have been chosen they meet together to discuss how they can support the 
student/s in the best way without seeming to interfere or take sides. Who, what, when and how are key 
questions to follow any good idea.  Most Circles tend to be put in place for students who are targeted, 
however, many children who may be identified as bullying also feel isolated or stuck and benefit from the 
changes a Circle of Friendship can bring.  In these situations a judgment is made to whether there should be 
separate Circles for each student or whether the one Circle supports both students. 
 
Follow Up 
A regular weekly time is set for a check in meeting of the Circle members and the students they are 
supporting.  Sometime the teacher may meet separately with the Circle members and then ask the students 
being supported to join afterwards.  The Circle is in place for as long as the students feel it is helpful but if its 
task is done this is spoken and recognized in a meeting. 

S 
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Support…WELCOMING & BEGINNING:  
CLOSING, LEAVE TAKING & CONTINUING: 
 

e often hear the term ‘the life of the class’ and so when a child leaves a class it makes sense to 
surmise these ‘life forces’ are effected.  When a child joins a class there is often anticipation of the 
arrival and adjustment when he/she arrives. The teacher pays special attention to this dynamic. The 

same is true when a child is about to leave a class.   
 
Here are some ideas that teachers have found very effective… 
 
ANTICIPATING: 

• Including the child’s name on the morning register call a few weeks ahead of his arrival.  If the class 
have the practice of responding to their name when called with something like “Yes, I am here”, then 
the response for the child who is joining the class something like “No, but he is coming.” 

• Setting out the child’s desk and chair 2-3 weeks ahead of her arrival.  Her name can be placed on 
the desk and even some general class supplies can be placed in her in it. 

• Art work of the child can mailed ahead of time and be put up somewhere in the classroom. 
• A photograph of the child can be put either beside the class photo or taped to his new desk. 
• The class can make a simple ‘Our Class’ book by doing one page each and then putting it in a 

display binder and sending it to her.  On their page they can list things like the games they play at 
recess, hand drawn maps of where they live, maps of the school playground and building and where 
they usually play/hang out, what are their favorite foods, their hobbies, and anything else that would 
help the new child to get a picture of the class and to feel like she already knows them.  It’s a good 
idea for a class photo to be included to the child can see which who is who. 

• Pen pals can be established (not email or IM based). 
 
WELCOMING: 

• Before school begins, either in the holidays (if vacation time) or the weekend before school resumes 
there is a class party held.  During this party the children are helped to make a plan of how to include 
the new child in the games or conversations at the party. 

• A Circle of Friendship is arranged.  The members of this group are three or four class mates but also 
one or two students from the graduating class of the school (i.e. the 8th grade or Student Social 
Action Committee).  This group will make a plan of how to welcome the new student, meet at least 
once a week with him, make sure he feels included at lunch and recess and invite him for some play 
dates.  The older students are in a ‘helper role’ to the younger members of the Circle of Friendship 
and they check in at least each week to see if things are working out.  The Circle usually lasts 
around one semester and even if the child seems like he is integrating, the Circle remains in place as 
many times the integration is not really complete even though it appears like it. 

Special Note:  For the parents of a new student an adaptation of the many of the steps listed here can be 
taken by the class parent group. 
 
 
 
LEAVE TAKING 

• A Circle of Friendship is formed similar to the Circle formed when a child is newly joining.  They have 
a special task given to them to figure out with the child how she would like to handle her leaving of 
the class.  Some unexpected and very touching ideas can emerge. They can work on things like. 

o How to inform the class is delicate and important.   
o Celebrations. Some children are very happy to have more open celebrations while others 

prefer something discreet.   
o  How to support the child through the sometimes difficult weeks before leaving. 
o How to help the child pack their belongings up and make sure they don’t walk out the 

building alone on the last day. 
 
 

W 
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CLOSURE 

• A class farewell book can be made.  Each student can write and draw two entries.  One funny or 
particularly memorable event. 

- “ I remember when…” 
One sincere hope. 

- “ My best wish for you is…”  
 One teacher also put in the question for the children… 

- “ I wish I had of…” 
     This was done because the class was in a place where they had been helped towards a feeling of 
wanting to make good some of the unkind things that had happened that contributed to the child 
leaving.  This was a delicate step that seemed to work well but caution would be needed before 
doing something like this. 
      The individual pages are then collated in a book that is read out aloud by each of the students on 
the last day.  This is called an ‘appreciation’ or ‘power circle’.  The student receiving the 
appreciations is only expected to say or gesture “thank you” at the end of each offering.  If she 
wishes to say more that is fine but she shouldn’t feel pressured to come up with a big response to 
each person. 

• A variation on the theme above is to have the individual, “I remember when…” read out aloud but the 
“My best wish for you is…” papers are pinned all around the door or placed in a basket by the door 
that the child takes when he is leaving the classroom for the last time.  These can be read later with 
his family when he gets home. 

• Yet another variation on this theme is for the children to line up at the door during the last minutes of 
the last day and to give the child their wish as she leaves.  This is particularly powerful and not all 
children who are leaving could handle this. 

• Many classes will have a leaving party but some of the most effective one’s involve more than a cake 
and rowdy behavior.  These parties are really celebrations of the times had together and on some 
levels a preparation for change. More meaningful celebrations have at least three levels… 

- Music/singing 
- Ritual of leave taking 
- Fun and Festivities 

 
 
CONTINUING  

 
• For the rest of the class who return the following day, after the weekend or vacation it can prove 

helpful for the teacher to make a simple statement such as, “Now our class is different.  John has 
gone to do different things we wish him well and we may well think about him from time to time.  Of 
course, it’s OK to speak about him, remember him and perhaps be in contact.  Now let’s continue on. 

• Some children/teens like to stay in contact and they can be warmly invited to share news of their 
former class mate with the whole class.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Kim John Payne M.Ed 
      www.thechildtoday.com  
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The Simple No Blame  Meeting 
Helping the children work it  out together 

 
 
 
Following a good Change Plan meeting the children can be brought together with the 
adult helper.  It’s great if you can find an older child who can be a neutral helper who 
can also come along to the meeting.   

 

Warmth 
1. Setting the scene 

• “No one is in trouble or being blamed” 
• “What rules do we need to make this conversation helpful?” 
• “I have met with you both/all about the problem and now is our 

chance to work it out.” 
 

Sharing my story.  
a. “First I want to tell you a story about when I was involved in 
teasing…” This can be either the adult or the helper  

   
  Light 

2. Telling your stories?  
a. “Now I will tell each of your stories about how you see this 
problem…” 
b. “Did I/we get it right…?” 

   
  Movement 

3. Brain storming/Heart searching 
• “Can each of you say what it is you need for this problem to get 

better...?” 
 
  Reality 

4.  Making it real   
• “Let’s work out who will do what and when and will you do it.”  

 
5. Let’s keep in touch.  

• “We’ll meet again tomorrow/next week to see how things are 
going.  What will be the best time?”  
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INTERVENTION… 
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Individual Transition and Playground Plan 
Close Supervision (Check in-and-Stay) 

 
f improvements in the student’s behavior during recess and transitions have not been seen using 
the Moderate Plan, we now consider the Close Supervision Plan.   

 
 
We Have Come From: Moderate. Check in-and-Go 
NEGATIVE OUTCOME:  
 

SSC   +  FP   =  STRESS REACTION   
 
 
 
POSITIVE OUTCOME: 
 
SSC   +  FP   =  SAFE REACTION Only Small Positive Changes 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We Want to Create via: Close. Check in-and-Stay 
 
NEGATIVE OUTCOME: 
 
SSC   +  FP   =  STRESS REACTION   
 
 
 
POSITIVE OUTCOME: 
 

SSC   +  FP   =  SAFE REACTION  
 
 
 
 
The aim here is not to punish but to bring the needed increase in form and 
decrease in complexity that may be continuing to trigger the difficulty. 

 
 

 
 

I 
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Process: 
The process of developing the plan is similar to the previous Moderate Plan but now there is an 
emphasis on working out why certain areas of the building and playground and times of the day 
remain a problem. 
 
 
Playground: 
Now the child is informed that his or her play are will be restricted in the playground to a clearly 
designated place.  This space is usually a small area that is easily supervised but it is important to 
have activities that are of interest for the student that happen in the area.  The child must report to 
the duty teacher and be reminded of his or her Recess Goal before being allowed to begin recess. 
They are then directed to the designated play area. 
 
 
Transitions: 
In a similar way the child is now given a significantly more directed way to move through 
transitions.  They must check in with the teacher and be reminded of their Transition Goal before 
making the transition.  The teacher will hold the child back until there is a calmer moment in the 
‘traffic flow’ to make the transition and not allow the child out of sight.  If the Transition Goal is not 
met the child will be asked to re do the transition in that moment or if this would be inflame the 
situation, the child may be told that he or she will practice the transition in a quiet moment later in 
the day.  
 
 
Support: 
It is often very helpful to involve older student ‘helpers’ in the close supervision area of the 
playground.  They do not need to over focus and embarrass the child but can help with games in 
general and model good social problem solving behavior. 
 
 
Time Frame: 
The Close Supervision Plan stays in place until there has been a noticeable shift in behavior and 
then the child goes onto back on the Moderate (Check-in-and-Go) Plan. 
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GOALS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
Developing Perspective-Taking and Self Monitoring. 

 
hildren who regularly are involved in social difficulties often lack the ability to see things from different 
points of view.  These children also need help to be able to see their   own actions objectively without 

feeling that the adults are picking on them.  A Goals and Achievements agreement is a simple daily way to 
develop these skills.   
 
Who is it for? 
These agreements have primarily been used for children who tease and bully.  It is to help them know when 
they have ‘crossed the line’ and when they have done well.  However they can also be effective for children 
who are targeted and or ‘bystanders’ who either support the child bullying or perhaps support the child being 
picked on. 
 
How does it work? 
There are three steps. 
One:   
The teacher and if possible the counselor meet with the parents to outline the process.  It’s important that the 
parents see that this is not blaming their child but designed to ‘catch the child being good’ and to help the 
children reflect when they have not done well. 
 
Two:   
The teacher, counselor and parents meet with the child and listen to the child’s perspective of what the 
problem may be (a simplified Ready for Change format is ideal). 
A positive statement is worked out, describing what the child will try to do to improve the situation.  For 
example if the child is central in a clique that is excluding others in the class, the sentence may be, “My goal 
is to talk with other people in my class and not just my two best friends.”  This statement is written down on 
the Goals and Achievements Card.  
 
The card is explained to the child.  The ‘How to score’, ‘Where to write the scores’ and ‘How to add my 
scores’ is explained.  It is an extremely simple process that children ‘get’ right away.  The example given 
over the page is for a girl called Samanta.  She is told that at the end of each time period that is set up (i.e. 
Morning Lesson, Recesses and Bus time) she will go to the teacher and put the score she thinks she 
deserves in the box that corresponds with that time of the day.  The teacher will then give her the score that 
he or she thinks best describes her efforts. 
 
Three:  
At the end of each day the teacher meets with Samanta, the scores are added up and compared to her 
target score.  A very brief discussion is held about why the score is better or worse than the target.  A plan is 
made to either “keep the good work going” or “how to do better tomorrow”. A mark is made for that day on 
the graph provided on the back of the card. 
 
 
Do we do this for every lesson through the day? 
This depends on the nature of the problem and the commitment of the faculty.  Some teachers feel that they 
will apply this only during morning lessons, recesses and other times in the day when they can keep an eye 
on things.  Other teachers will want to extend this to all lessons throughout the day as they feel they have the 
support of the subject teachers and because often the problem often comes up in these times.  What has 
proven important is to make sure that recess and after school times are included as these are sometimes the 
most socially challenging.   
 
How does the card move from lesson to lesson? 
The easiest way is for the child to carry it with him.  It’s best kept in a plastic sleeve.  At the end of the lesson 
the child marks in his score and then gives it to the teacher.  In order to not draw attention to this process it is 
good if the child is last to leave the class.  If the child starts to lose focus and ‘forgets’ to give the card to the 
teacher then  they have 24 hours to find the teacher and get the card filled in.  If it’s not done in this time a 
score of 4 is put in the box.  If this would be too much for the child then simplify the system so that the card is 

C 
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only used in the class teacher lessons.  After the child gets into the habit of giving in the card at the end of 
the lesson, the system can be extended out to include the whole day. 
 
How long should we use this system? 
At least one month.  After the initial period you might have a break where you assess if the situation has 
improved so much that another round of using the card is not needed.  What is common is that while the 
behavior may have improved in most areas, some times of the day remain problematic.  The card can be 
reinstated targeting this time.  If another round of using the card is needed it is good if possible to shift the 
focus of the goal.  For example Samanta is now more open to others in the class but she often makes very 
sarcastic comments about children with learning difficulties.  Her new statement may be…”My goal is to be 
tolerant of differences.” 
 
What age of children and teens is this appropriate for?  
Self monitoring is woven into the fabric of a child knowing who he is, who he is not and therefore who some 
else is.  It is the foundation of empathy and moral development.  This slowly emerging quality of ‘I am’ can be 
seen from the earliest years but only comes more into focus after the eight or ninth year.  This is when a 
system such as this can be implemented.  Prior to this age the ‘gesture’ of goal setting and measurement 
can still be done but it relies more heavily on the adult setting simple goals and sensitively reviewing it.  With 
younger children the review is best done in the moment such as “I see that Jonathan shared those blocks so 
nicely with Sam.”  
 
Doesn’t this ‘wake the child up’ to early? 
A child who doesn’t know where her space ends and another child’s begins already is often overly awake, 
nervous and anxious. This has the effect of taking the child into ‘fight or flight’ and sometimes ‘flock’ in that 
she may create cliques to gain protection.  Because the gesture of Social Inclusion including Goals and 
Achievements agreements is ‘no blame’, a safe container is created that allows for the possibility of a child 
being able to be a part of changing their actions rather than fighting or retreating from suggestions of adults 
and class mates. 
  
Isn’t this behavior modification? 
The system of affecting a child’s behavior using reward and punishment has limited effectiveness as it relies 
on extrinsic judgments of adults. Rather than strengthening a child’s ability to self monitor it can weaken it.  
Goals and achievements still has the ‘reality check’ of the adult’s observation but firstly calls on the child to 
reflect on his behavior therefore exercising the ‘muscle’ of perspective taking and empathy. 
 
Why might this not work? 

• Introducing too much too soon.  Start small.  You might be able to handle this for recess and 
the classes you personally teach. 

• Lack of supervision and observation.  Stay close.  Make sure your judgments are based on 
real observations otherwise the child senses a lack of authenticity and feel unfairly judged. 

• Lack of conviction.  Commitment is essential in this process.  Initially this needs to come 
from the teacher and hopefully the parents.  Once committed insist that the agreements are 
kept.  For example, the card must be checked briefly at the end of each day.  It’s the child’s 
‘ticket’ to getting out of the classroom. 

• Too busy, too many calls on your time.  Isn’t it so often the case that when one is drowning 
the life buoy floating nearby seems like another obstacle. After a set up meeting of about 30 
minutes this system takes about 2 – 3 minutes a day and it’s usually pleasant.  Yet if we 
really look at how much time we spend in semi urgent/disciplinary mode with the child it is so 
often much more.    

 
 
 
 
 
         Designed by 
         Kim John Payne M.Ed 
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MEDIATION… 
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The No Blame Meeting 
 
The next stage of this process is called the ‘No Blame’ meeting.  In this meeting a small 
group will be present. 
 
 
Who Attends a No Blame Meeting?        

The following people are usually present in a No Blame meeting… 
• The Student Helpers.  Usually two upper graders. 
• The advisors/class teachers of the child who is being targeted and 

the child bullying. 
• The Social Inclusion faculty representative/s. 
• The two students most centrally involved. 
• The student/s identified as being in support of the child bullying. 
• Two “neutrals” from the class that the targeted child and the child 

bullying agree can be present. 
 
 
 
In this meeting the Student Helpers have four main roles 
Remind them… 

1. Summarize the story of the party.  You heard this story in the Ready for 
Change meeting.  Focus on how the situation made her feel.  Do not speak too 
much about the actual events of the situation. (Note:  Bring a note pad and pen.) 

 
2. Your own story.  You may be asked to tell those present of a situation of teasing 

or bullying that you witnessed or were involved in. You will be asked to share one 
of the five stories from your own life that you worked on earlier in your training. 

a) When you were targeted 
b) When you bullied or teased someone 
c) When you knew it was happening and helped the child bullying 
d) When you knew it was happening and helped the targeted child 
e) When you knew it was happening but felt powerless to do 

anything  
 

3. Brainstorming. Help the parties by being involved when brainstorming solutions 
and building agreement stages are reached.  See the Strategies for Building 
Agreement handout for ideas 

 
4. Reporting Back. You may be asked to report back to the class of the party’s 

involved.  During this report… 
a. Give an overview of the process of the two meetings. 
b. Let the class know the ideas that have been worked out.  Do not 

talk about the details of the conflict as this is confidential. 
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The Steps.  The Process of a No Blame Meeting 
 
 
 

Overview 
Setting the Scene / Introduction.  

• No one is in trouble. 
• Every one introduces themselves. 
• Rules are reviewed. 
• Process so far reviewed. 
• Brief statement of the problem. 

 
Gathering Stories.  

a. Other stories of bullying are shared by helpers and the 
children. 

   
 
 
  Observations 

Outline the issue.  What happened?  
 
Opening & Going Deeper.   

• The issue is now opened for discussion.  The students are 
encouraged to speak to each other.  

   
 
 
  Movement 

Foundations for Agreement.   
• This is a brainstorming phase.  

 
Building Toward Agreement.   

• Find areas of agreement. 
 
 
 
  Reality 

Make an action plan.   
• Who will do what and when will they do it.  

 
A check in time for the next week is organized.  

• This is to see how things are going.  
 
Optional:  Communicate with the class, teachers and parents  

• Student Helpers usually lead this report together with one or two 
volunteers from the No Blame meeting.  

• Ideas not details are reported to students, parents and faculty 
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• The Kaiser Family Foundation survey finds that“ 
bullying and teasing tops the list of children’s school 
troubles and that many students say talking with their 
parents does little to ease the stress.” 

 
 

• 6% of 4,743 children in grades 1 to 8 admitted 
bullying others “more than once or twice” in the past 
six weeks 

 
 

• 32.1% of students had been in a physical fight in the 
previous 12 months 

 

• 17.2% of students have carried a weapon at least 
one day of the previous 30 days 

 

• 21% to 24% of students had seriously considered, 
planned, or attempted suicide in the past 12 months 

 

• Each month over 250,000 students report being 
physically attacked 

 

• Bullying occurs in school playgrounds every 7 
minutes and once every 25 minutes in class 

 

• Boys report more bullying than girls, but the 
discrepancy between boys’ and girls’ rates of bullying 
is not as great in playground observations 

 

• Boys report more physical forms of bullying: girls tend 
to bully in indirect ways, such as gossiping and 
excluding 

 

• 11 to 12 year old students reported bullying others 
more than younger (9-10 year old) and older (13 to 
14 year old) students 

 

• Children who bully tend to be hyperactive, disruptive, 
impulsive and overactive 

 

• Children who are bullied have more medical and 
psychological disorders than those not bullied 

 

• Children who bully tend to be assertive and easily 
provoked. They are attracted to situations with 
aggressive content and have positive attitudes about 
aggression 

 

• Boys who bully are physically stronger and have a 
need to dominate others 

 

• Girls who bully tend to be physically weaker than 
other girls in their class 

 

• Children who bully have little empathy for their victims 
and show little remorse about bullying 

 

• Boys and girls are equally likely to report being 
targeted 

 

• Victimization decreases across grade levels: 26% of 
grades1st-3rd children report victimization compared 
to 15% of grades 4th-6th and 12% of grades 7th-
8thchildren 

 

• Children in lower grades are more likely to be victims 
of same-age bullies. Younger students experience 
more direct bullying, whereas older students 
experience more indirect bullying 

 

• Research has not supported the popular stereotype 
that victims have unusual physical traits 

 

• Victims often report low self-esteem. likely because of 
repeated exposure to victimization 

 

• Both boys and girls who are victimized, report 
symptoms of depression, such as sadness, and loss 
of interest in activities 

 

• Bullied boys are 4 times more likely to be suicidal and 
bullied girls are 8 times more likely to be suicidal 

 

• Over 78% of school based police officers reported 
they had taken a weapon from a student on school 
property in the past year (2004) 

 

• Children who are bully- victims appear to be at the 
greatest risk for adjustment difficulties 

 

• 85% of bullying episodes occur in the context of a 
peer group 

 

• 83% of students indicate that watching bullying 
makes them feel uncomfortable 

• Bullying stops in less than 10 seconds, 57% of the 
time when peers intervene on behalf of the victim, 
however 85% of the time no one intervenes. 

 

• Boys are more likely than girls to be drawn into 
bullying episodes and actively participate 

 

• In playground observations, peers intervened in 
significantly more episodes than adults did 

 

• Children who bully often come from homes that are 
neglectful and may be hostile and use harsh 
punishment. Bullying learned by observing high levels 
of conflict between parents. Care needs to be given 
so that they do not model bullying for their children 

 

• Targets often keep their problems a secret: They feel 
they should handle bullying them selves; they worry 
about the bully’s revenge or other children’s 
disapproval: and/or they think that adults can do little 
to help them 

 

• Bullying is reduced in a school if the principal is 
committed to reducing bullying 

 

• Bullying occurs when there is little supervision or 
when large groups of children engage in rough and 
tumble play or competitive sports 

 

• Bullying is often hidden from teachers. Teachers’ lack 
of awareness is evident in playground observations in 
which teachers intervened to stop only one in twenty 
five (4%) of the bullying episodes 

 

• Each year, 1 out of 13 kids under the age of 19 
attempt suicide, a rate that has tripled in the last 20 
years. Last year, more than 2,000 of them succeed—
a staggering number can be blamed partially on 
bullying. 

 

• Each month over 250,000 students report being 
physically attacked 

 

• A Secret Service study of school shootings found that 
almost 3/4 of the school shooters were bullied, 
persecuted, threatened, attacked or injured by other 
students prior to their action, the bullied then 
becoming the bully 

 

• A child who is bullied and in special education 
programs will continue to stay in special education 
programs rather than be “mainstreamed” into the 
regular programs. For 12 years of special education 
programs, it could cost $100,000 more than regular 
schooling 

 
Bullying Facts Sources: Pepler, Olweus, Craig, Besag, 
Charach, Murphy, Stevenson, Smith, Salmivalli, Slee, 
FBI, US Secret Service 

BULLYING FACTS 
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